Abstract
As AI changes the way decisions are made in organizations and governments, it is ever more important to ensure that these systems work according to values that diverse users and groups find important. Researchers have proposed numerous algorithmic techniques to formalize statistical fairness notions, but emerging work suggests that AI systems must account for the real-world contexts in which they will be embedded in order to actually work fairly. These findings call for an expanded research focus beyond statistical fairness to that which includes fundamental understandings of human uses and the social impacts of AI systems, a theme central to the HCI community. The HCI community can contribute novel understandings, methods, and techniques for incorporating human values and cultural norms into AI systems; address human biases in developing and using AI; and empower individual users and society to audit and control AI systems. Our goal is to bring together academic and industry researchers in the fields of HCI, ML and AI, and the social sciences to devise a cross-disciplinary research agenda for fair and responsible AI systems. This workshop will build on previous algorithmic fairness workshops at AI and ML conferences, map research and design opportunities for future innovations, and disseminate them in each community.
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Background
Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have changed the way decisions are made in organizations, governments, and everyday life. Computational algorithms determine how information is distributed online [11], how organizations and work platforms assign and evaluate work and hire workers [22, 23], and how government programs allocate resources in cities and make judicial decisions [25]. It is crucial to ensure that these systems work according to values that diverse users and groups find important.

To address this issue, researchers have proposed numerous algorithmic techniques to formalize statistical fairness notions [8]. However, emerging work suggests that AI systems must account for the real-world contexts in which they will be embedded in order to actually work fairly. Fairness is often context-dependent, and many digital systems need fairness notions that go beyond nondiscrimination [15], which has been the main focus of statistical fairness research. Even when algorithms are fair in terms of the statistical outcomes, they can be perceived as unfair if the decision-making process is unfair or the AI does not respect community values and norms [18, 28]. Multiple stakeholders may have goals that conflict with each other and the AI system [20], so informed trade-off decisions must be made in an acceptable, fair way. Finally, human biases and organizational dynamics can lead to unfair decision outcomes [12, 13] or ultimately prevent the adoption of the AI system [26].

These findings call for an expanded research focus beyond statistical fairness that includes fundamental understandings of human uses and social impacts of AI systems, a theme central to the human–computer interaction (HCI) community. The HCI community can contribute novel understandings, methods, and techniques for incorporating human values and cultural norms into AI systems; address human biases in developing and using AI; and empower individual users and society to audit and control AI systems.

The goal of our workshop is to set up a human-centered research agenda for fair and responsible AI systems by bringing together academic and industry researchers and practitioners in the fields of HCI, machine learning (ML) and AI, and the social sciences. Several algorithmic fairness workshops have been organized at AI and ML conferences, but none have yet been held at HCI-oriented conferences. By building on previous workshops and organizing one at CHI 2020, we will leverage the expertise of the HCI community and set up a cross-disciplinary agenda for future research and design innovation, and disseminate it in each community. Particularly, we will seek to achieve three fundamental outcomes:

1) Synthesis of emerging research discoveries and methods. An emerging line of work seeks to systematically study human perceptions of algorithmic fairness [17, 24, 14], explain algorithmic decisions to promote trust and a sense of fairness [7, 10, 19], understand human use of algorithmic decisions [13, 12, 23], and develop methods to incorporate them into AI design [21, 29]. How can we map the current research landscape to identify gaps and opportunities for fruitful future research?

2) Tighter collaboration between HCI and AI/ML. How do we promote closer collaboration between HCI and AI/ML researchers to create novel approaches to fair AI in the real
world? For example, can algorithms predict when humans will be biased and intervene, and vice versa?

3) Design guidelines for fair and responsible AI. Existing fairness AI toolkits aim to support algorithm developers [1], and existing human-AI interaction guidelines mainly focus on usability and experience [5, 6]. Can we create design guidelines for HCI and user experience (UX) practitioners and educators to design fair and responsible AI?

Organizers
The organizing team consists of academic and industry researchers and practitioners in the field of HCI, UX, ML, privacy and security, and social sciences. Our organizers have been actively conducting research on the topic of fairness in AI systems and leading industry projects that incorporate AI into digital products. Many of our team members have organized workshops on human-centered AI and ML at CHI [16], CSCW [27], ICML [2], NeurIPS [4] and Interact [3]. The cross-disciplinary nature of our team will allow the organizers to attract workshop attendees from diverse backgrounds, stimulate interdisciplinary discussion during the workshop, and disseminate the results in each of their communities, spanning both academia and industry.

Min Kyung Lee will be the main contact person. She is an assistant professor in the School of Information at the University of Texas at Austin. She is an HCI researcher and draws from computer science, social science, and design theory and methods. She has proposed a participatory framework that empowers community members to design matching algorithms for their own communities [21]. She has also conducted one of the first studies to investigate the impacts of algorithmic management on workers [17, 22] as well as public perceptions of algorithmic fairness [18, 19].

Nina Grgić-Hlača is a PhD student at the Max Planck Institute for Software Systems. Prior to joining the Max Planck Institute, she received an MA in Informatics and Philosophy from the University of Zagreb, Croatia. Her research interests include algorithmic fairness, human-centered ML and social computing. She is particularly interested in studying the interaction between humans and ML-based systems in the context of fair decision-making.

Michael Carl Tschantz received a Ph.D. from Carnegie Mellon University in 2012 and a Sc.B. from Brown University in 2005, both in Computer Science. Before becoming a researcher at the International Computer Science Institute in 2014, he did two years of postdoctoral research at the University of California, Berkeley. He uses the models of AI and statistics to solve the problems of privacy and security. His interests also include experimental design, formal methods, and logics. His current research includes automating information flow experiments, circumventing censorship, and securing ML. His dissertation formalized and operationalized what it means to use information for a purpose.

Reuben Binns is a Research Fellow at the Information Commissioner's Office, addressing AI/ML and data protection. He conducts research and teaches part time at the Department of Computer Science at the University of Oxford, where he is currently funded by the EPSRC's PETRAS Internet of Things Research Hub project ‘Respectful Things in Private Spaces’. His recent work has focused on two strands: human factors of third-party tracking on the web, mobile and Internet-of-Things devices; and transparency, fairness and accountability in profiling and ML.

Adrian Weller is a principal research fellow in ML at the University of Cambridge and Programme Director for AI at The Alan Turing Institute (UK national institute for data science and AI), where he is also a Turing Fellow leading work
on safe and ethical AI. He is a principal research fellow at the Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence leading their Trust and Transparency project. His interests span AI, its commercial applications and helping to ensure beneficial outcomes for society. He serves on several boards including the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation. Previously, Adrian held senior roles in finance.

Michelle Carney is a Computational Neuroscientist turned UX Practitioner. Her practice focuses on the intersection of Data Science/ML/AI and UX. Currently a Senior UX Researcher on Google’s AIUX Team, Michelle’s projects focus on combining ML and UX for projects at Google Research, from using data science techniques to inform UX as well as leading UXR to inform the direction of ML. Outside of work, Michelle organizes the ML and UX Meetup (https://www.meetup.com/MLUXSF/) and teaches at the Stanford d.school as a Lecturer for the Designing ML course and various workshops.

Kori Inkpen is a Senior Principal Researcher at Microsoft Research. Her current research is focused on Human+AI Collaboration to improve human decision making, particularly in high-stakes contexts. A key component of this research is understanding Bias and Fairness in Human+AI systems, and exploring ways to mitigate these biases. Previously, her work explored the use of video to transform the way we interact with friends, families, and colleagues.

Website
Our workshop website (http://fair-ai.owlstown.com) will explain the goal and logistics of the workshop, including the call for participation (CFP), instructions for the position papers, workshop schedule, and organizers’ backgrounds. We will post accepted position papers, other readings related to the workshop theme and updates and news after the workshop.

Pre-Workshop Plans
We will recruit participants by sending out a call for participation via HCI and algorithmic fairness-related mailing lists such as CHI-announcements and FATML as well as participant lists from the workshops that we have previously organized. We will also post the CFP in UX designers’ working groups and meet-ups in order to reach industry practitioners. The accepted position papers will be shared on the workshop website for all participants. The organizers will also derive high-level categories from the work presented in the position papers and a set of application areas for the workshop activities, which are described in the next section.

Workshop Structure
The workshop will last one day and include presentations, group work sessions, and discussions (Table 1). We will limit the participants to 20 excluding the organizers.

Introduction
The organizers will welcome the participants and set the stage for the workshop by explaining the workshop goals.

Mapping the Landscape of Research and Practice
The first half of the workshop will focus on having the participants collectively map the current landscape of research and practice for fair and responsible AI systems. First, each participant will give a “madness” style, four-minute presentation on their position papers. The goal is to familiarize all participants with cutting-edge discoveries and techniques related to the workshop topic both in academia and industry, sharing opportunities and challenges with each other. The presentations will occur over two one-hour sessions with a coffee break in between. The participants will be provided with pens and post-its notes and encouraged to write down themes that they observe during the sessions. The prompts for note-taking will ask about the presentation’s
design implications, whether its findings are consistent or inconsistent with other presentations, what assumptions underline the work, etc. We will provide high-level categories on multiple poster-size sheets of paper and put them on a wall, so that participants can post their notes during the break. After the presentation sessions, we will collectively categorize the post-it notes and synthesize emerging themes. Each organizer will lead the process for each category, and participants will be asked to work on the category that interests them most. The synthesis session will conclude with a brief presentation from each group.

Keynote Presentation
The lunch break will be followed by a 30-minute keynote presentation and a 10-minute Q&A. We will invite an expert at the forefront of human-centered research on transparent and fair ML. Tentative speakers include Ece Kamar, Krishna Gummadi, Rich Caruana, and Alison Gopnik.

Identifying Opportunities and Guidelines
The second half of the workshop will be in breakout group sessions. The goal is to build on the themes learned in the morning, and work on identifying future research opportunities and devising design guidelines for practice. In order to ground these activities on concrete real world contexts, we will offer a set of applications for participants to work on. The example applications will include online content moderation algorithms, voice agents that learn and assist users’ daily activities, algorithms that assess credit scores and health insurance claims, judicial algorithms that make recidivism and criminal sentencing decisions, and algorithmic systems that allocate resources in cities, such as school assignment and public transportation scheduling. We will provide personas of stakeholders, types of data and algorithms, and cultural and geographical contexts.

We will conduct these afternoon activities in the convention center rooftop patio, with different work stations in the patio for each of the applications. Each station will be run by one of the organizers, and participants will pick one application to work on. In the first group session, participants will be provided worksheets that contain prompts that guide the group activities. Example prompts include possible utopian and dystopian scenarios, their implications on the stakeholders, and the applicability of the themes drawn from the morning sessions, as well as remaining open questions and concerns not covered by those themes. In the second group session, participants will work on organizing future research questions and potential studies and structure design guidelines for practice. In the last session, each group will give a 7 minute presentation on their work.

Wrap-Up and Discussion of Next Steps
We will wrap up with a discussion of next steps. We will collect the topics emerged from the workshop, and the names of participants who are interested in continuing to work on them. We will also survey potential outlets for future publications, guidebooks, workshops, and special issues of journals on the topic.

Post Workshop Plans
The workshop website will be kept up to date after the workshop in order to serve as a repository of resources for research and practice of fair AI systems. We will post the results of the workshop and subsequent publications and handbooks. We will also create working groups based on the information collected at the end of the workshop. One tangible goal of the working groups will be to write a review and vision-oriented article (like [9]) for academic venues such as ACM FAT*. Another tangible goal of the working group will be to write a guideline for industry practitioners and post it on the workshop website to disseminate through UX practitioners’ working groups.
Call for Participation

As AI changes the way decisions are made in organizations and governments, it is ever more important to ensure that these systems work according to values that diverse users and groups find important. Researchers have proposed numerous algorithmic techniques to formalize statistical fairness notions, but emerging work suggests that AI systems must account for the real-world contexts in which they will be embedded in order to actually work fairly. These findings call for an expanded research focus beyond statistical fairness that includes fundamental understandings of human use and the social impact of AI systems, a theme central to the HCI community. This workshop aims to bring together a diverse group of researchers and practitioners to develop a cross-disciplinary agenda on creating fair and responsible AI systems. To participate, submit a 2-4 page paper in CHI extended abstract format to minkyung.lee@austin.utexas.edu. Potential topics include:

- Human biases in human-in-the-loop decisions
- Human perceptions of algorithmic fairness
- Human-centered evaluation of fair ML models
- Explanations & transparency of algorithmic decisions
- Methods for stakeholder participation in AI design
- Decision-support system design
- Algorithm auditing techniques
- Ethics of AI
- Sociocultural studies of AI in practice

Position papers will be reviewed by the organizers and evaluated based on their quality, novelty, and fit with the workshop theme. At least one author of an accepted paper must attend the workshop and all participants must register for both the workshop and for at least one day of the conference. Important dates:

- Position paper deadline: February 11, 2020
- Notification: February 28, 2020
- Workshop at CHI2020: April 25/26, 2020
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